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White Water Rafting at Savegre River

If you’re looking for a family adventure this river rafting tour is a trip of unsurpassed beauty, lush
vegetation, gorgeous scenery and exploding white water. This is the most beautiful river in the
forest, it will bewitch the adventuresome beginner and the experienced rafter alike. The Savegre
River is a magnificent stretch of coastal white water that begins its clear water course by winding
out of a sparsely inhabited valley covered with jungle vegetation. You will counter Class III rapids
throughout most of the year. This activity runs all year long and is just 30 minutes away from your
vacation home rental in Manuel Antonio.

White Water River Rafting at Naranjo River

If you’re coming to Manuel Antonio, Costa Rica for water sports and high adventure this white
water river rafting tour is it! This activity is for “experienced” paddlers seeking challenges at class
3-5 level rapids. The Naranjo River blasts out of the mountains crashing through rocky gorges.
Even after breaking into the open valley, it remains aggressive throughout its course to the town
of Londres. Below Londres the lower sections of the Naranjo River gradually settle as they flow
towards the Pacific. This adventure is just 45 minutes away from your vacation home rental in
Manuel Antonio.
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Waterfall Tours
!

Manuel Antonio is surrounded by amazing Waterfalls that are hidden deep in the rainforest. Let us
share with you the top waterfalls tours. Some are private tours and some are group tours. There
are multigenerational waterfall tours and some are for the thrill seeker.

Zip Lining Tours
Manuel Antonio is known for their full-blown Zip Lining adventure tours with various platforms,
zip-lines, rappel line, suspension bridge, and spectacular walking trails through the jungle! It
begins with a quick drive where you will have the opportunity to spot toucans, Titi monkeys,
poison dart frogs, and more! Costa Rica is where the
canopy tour was invented and it’s an activity and
educational experience the whole family can enjoy. There
are many tour companies. Let us help you choose the best
one for your family.
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4-Wheeler Jungle Adventure Tour

Your tour will begin up in the mountain where you’ll receive instructions and be given your 4wheeler. You will follow a hair raising guided tour up into the jungle which is surrounded by lush
rain forest, through streams, and along rivers. You won’t believe how fresh the smells are and
how big the plants and flowers are in this climate.

The Mangrove Estuary Tour

If you’re looking for some wildlife and fun that the whole family can enjoy then you’ve come to the
right place. Located 15 minutes from Quepos, the Damas Island mangroves allow you to travel
calm waterways with the dramatic backdrop. .Our experienced guides will take you through an
estuary that is home to white face monkeys (they could jump into the boat!!), caymans, boa
constrictors, sloths, and anteaters that make the mangrove their home. .
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Sport Fishing

Quepos is one of the world’s finest sport fishing locations. Marlin Magazine recently named it as
one of the best locations in the world for “all around action”. Inshore angling requires only a short
run to the fishing grounds, is relatively inexpensive and offers great views of the coast. Expect
lots of Roosterfish, Snook, Jack Creavella, Snapper and Mackerel to complete your catch. The
Offshore reefs will provide a good number of Striped Marlin, Dorado/Mahi Mahi, Amberjack,
Snapper, Tuna, Wahoo, Black/Blue Marlin and all the Sail Fish you can imagine when in season.
You usually go out about 15 to 45 miles off shore depending where the bite is.

Catamaran Tours

Aboard our Catamaran tours you’ll be offered a choice of a morning or a sunset tour into the
Manuel Antonio Marine Reserve. (Sunset tours are seasonal: Consult with your concierge)
Dolphins often play in your wake as you sail silently through the blue Pacific waters. The rushing
of wind and waves are frequently interrupted by the splash of dolphins and whales coming near
for a closer look. A swim and snorkeling break offers views of many different kinds of beautiful
reef fish, while enjoying the cool waters. Seasonally, sea turtles frequent the waters off the
Marine Reserve as well. The sunset cruise offers the wonders of the offshore islands in a
spectacular setting as the sky changes colors in the afterglow of the setting sun.
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Mangrove Estuary or Sea Kayaking

Mangrove Kayak: In the mangrove everything flows harmoniously; the blend of fresh and salt
water create a diversity of the most extraordinary plants and wildlife which includes many shy
birds, mammals and reptiles that live in this tropical habitat. On this adventure you’ll see nature’s
unparalleled wonders. The canals lead you on a ride through nature and time…let the current
carry your kayak through this mystical experience!
Sea Kayak: The sea kayak tour will allow you to view the coast from Quepos to beautiful Manuel
Antonio! Passing island and inlets that are mating refuges of many species of marine birds. Both
tours are just 10 minutes away from your vacation home rental in Manuel Antonio.

Surfing Lessons

You will be picked up at your luxury villa and driven in an air-conditioned vehicle to one of the
local beaches where you’ll learn to surf like a pro! All surfboards and equipment are top of the line
and well maintained for your safety and fun. Before getting into the water bilingual instructors will
give you a safety talk and demonstrate the first steps of surfing. Then it’s warm-up and play-time.
Both tours are just minutes away from your vacation home rental in Manuel Antonio.
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Superman, Zip Line or ATV Waterfall
Customized Tours

Escape Your World and Come to Ours
Come visit over 1000 acres of primary and secondary rainforest mixed with hardwood plantations of
indigenous species. Several tour options are offered. This adventure is just 35 minutes from your vacation
home rental in Manuel Antonio.

Zip Line/Rappel Canopy Tour
Superman Tour
Canopy + ATV Tour Combo:

Zip Lining Adventure Park to a Waterfall
Immerse yourself in the forest of San Antonio de Damas, and
experience an unforgettable adventure through the jungle! Tour
for the true adventurer looking for a new challenge. Begin the
journey by HUMMER while you travel down the barrel of a river.
Hike the VIA FERRATA ~ RAPPEL ~ FREE FALL ~ ZIP LINE ~
and more…
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National Park

Manuel Antonio contains a charming combination of rain forest, beaches and coral reefs. These
beaches are the most beautiful in the country, lined with lush forest, and the snorkeling is excellent
too. The forest is home for sloths, iguanas, monkeys, butterflies, birds and millions of colorful little
crabs. Take a natural history walk into the rainforest with your bilingual naturalist guide. They will
point out the great diversity of wildlife you might otherwise miss, and will explain the history and
geography of this beautiful area. The Manuel Antonio National Park is a lush tropical jungle with
beautiful pristine beaches. And it’s your playground for the day. The National Park is only 5 minute
drive from your vacation home rental in Manuel Antonio.

Rainforest Spice Tour

This unique opportunity to visit a working spice farm should not be missed by any true “gourmet
connoisseur.” The “Flavors of the World” spice plantation tour and tasting begins with a visit to the
post-harvest warehouse where spices are dried, processed and packaged. Their ancient origins,
histories and properties are explained. The tour continues with a gentle walk through the
plantation with sensory stops along the winding “Epiphyte trail” where you will experience the
sights, tastes, aromas and flavors of tropical spices, essential oil plants, tropical flowering plants
and rock gardens.
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Jet Skis Adventures

This is a unique, guided Jet Ski Safari in which your group can observe and enjoy the beautiful
islands, animal species and coastline of Manuel Antonio with safety and respect for the
environment in an exotic and thrilling wave runner experience. This water sport tour is fun for the
whole family from small children to Baby Boomers, with no experience necessary. Enjoy the
following sights, landmarks and activities along the way: Dolphin, Snorkeling, Punta Quepos, Isla
Larga, Isla Oloquita, Isla Verde, Punta Cathedral, Islas Gemelas, Playas Manuel Antonio, Playa
Beisanz, and Playa Doctor. This adventure is just 7 minutes away from your vacation home rental
in Manuel Antonio.

Paddle Boarding Tours

Each Tour will be given with FULL INSTRUCTION on how to paddle before
entering the water.
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Canyoning in the Rainforest
Your tour begins with a drive through the beautiful mountain
and into the rainforest right outside of Manuel Antonio. Then
let the fun begin through the canyon & onto your 1st rappel
where you will start your adventures where you’ll rappel 5 full
times (1 free fall, 2 canyon walls & 2 next to two amazing
waterfalls) You will also have the chance to walk the
suspension bridge (optional) This tour is nestled deep in the
rainforest where you'll experience the true Costa Rica. This
high energy activity can be experienced by all.

Safari Horseback Riding
Take a ride into the Cerro Nara Mountains where you’ll see
incredible views surrounded by lush vegetation. You will cross
many types of terrain on your horseback safari tour from
primary rainforest, to creeks, to cattle pastures and an then to
a pristine waterfall. . You’ll have the opportunity to observe the
natural wildlife that surrounds you like monkeys, different
species of birds such as toucans and more.

Ocean & Forest Horseback Riding Tour
This unique Horseback Riding Tour is geared for a smaller
or private group (Must be an experienced rider). If you
prefer galloping along an isolated beach, trail riding in the
mountains to a pristine waterfall, or swimming with your
horse the Solis brothers want to welcome you to a
exceptional riding adventure!

